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editor’s letter
One of my favourite tropes of poetic realism is when the author utilises a scientific phenomenon
they don’t really understand as a literary metaphor. Like this:
An event horizon, as it is understood in the theory of general relativity, is the region of
spacetime beyond which the ongoing events cannot affect an outside observer. It is also more
colloquially called ‘the point of no return’, whereby any molecule past that point vanishes to
our eye. The event horizon is most commonly associated with black holes, which themselves are
massive, gravitational event horizons on steroids. And since we have no way of venturing out
to these scatterings of Anish Kapoor’s now copyrighted Ultra Black (seriously though, Anish
Kapoor), we harbour an insistent curiosity about their threshold.
I started thinking about the event horizon during my many trips Dover this summer to make
some site-specific work. Partially because I was looking at an actual horizon for several days,
but also because the socioeconomic condition which awaited me there nuanced the simplistic
and satirical work I wanted to make. At the Cliffs, I noticed people engaging in the commonplace
activity of sitting on one of the benches overlooking the port only to watch the endless recycling
of ships coming in and out - and more often than not, the same spectators would still be there
hours later as I left the site. The ships approaching the Cap Blanc Nez Cliffs would slowly
disappear into nothingness, and the ones nearing Dover would gradually offer themselves up
to the dissemination of the viewer as they got closer. I went to the cliffs to make a film work
about Brexit, or the impossible vastness of geological bodies and the absurdity of the human
endeavour - and imminent failure - of their stratification and so on and so forth. But the day
before I went, someone brought up how the cliffs were notorious for being visited at night by
people who came there with the intention of jumping off. ‘So don’t linger after dark,’they said,
‘or you might see things you don’t want to see.’After spending several days in the economically
and culturally disenfranchised Dover, I realised that this much hopelessness and frustration,
both additionally imminently tied to the Brexit vote, don’t exist in a void. The experience of
actually being in the place I chose as the perfect backdrop to an funny and absurd piece of
work became an exercise in perception and its expansion (and the work changed accordingly).
A couple of weeks after the last trip of the summer, I became the Pluralist’s new editor, taking
the role over from last year’s founder and content editor Rachel Yalisove. We spoke briefly about
our expectations for the Pluralist, and how we both wished the school paper was more political.
But what we did not tackle was the actual question about it means for content to be political.
Some would define pieces exploring issues such as social justice and identity as such. However,
I do not view this kind of writing as political; rather, it is often a form of self preservation
derived out of necessity, which is very different from having the luxury of choosing to be political.
And curiously, although being content with the status quo is also a form of expressing a political
worldview (though it is precisely this kind of view which considers itself ‘apolitical’when there
is no such thing), this will rarely earn you the ‘political’stripes. So this definition is very limiting.
Instead, I think we interact with political work when we encounter texts which are highly self
aware and have a sense of urgency about them; texts through which the writer approximates
their event horizon to yours.
The theme of Visibility for the first Pluralist of the year was chosen to enable a wide spectrum
of submissions with one common goal: to make visible what is usually unseen, or unspoken.
I believe the writers and contributors of this issue have not only but delivered but really exceeded
all of those expectations. Having said that, it’s entirely feasible for you to find little of interest
inside, in which case I urge you to put pen to paper, e-mail us and help us fix this discrepancy.
Your paper needs you, and it needs your voice.
On behalf of the Pluralist team, enjoy the issue, and Merry Christmas.
Aleks

www.thepluralist.info
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This month, we got in touch with Zarina Muhammad
to talk about politics and the art world. Zarina is one
half of the critical and (occasionally) curatorial collective
The White Pube with fellow Central Saint Martins alumna
Gabrielle de la Puente. The pair met during their BA and
now publish new content weekly on their website, where
they also host a digital residency. Their writing focuses
on dismantling pre-existing power structures in the
visual culture.

interview

I was itching to ask you some questions since
attending your talk during the ‘I Want You to Speak
to Me’symposium in the Gorvy Lecture Theatre in May
of this year. You summarised your activity then as bringing
attention to what currently matters, and to quote your
words from memory, ‘what matters right now is bad
politics in the art world.’ I’ll start off with a big
question — what constitutes an ethical art practice?
aleks:

zarina: o god, this feels big. i think it’s maybe j empathy? or maybe
a sense of urgency when confronting the issue of inequality? i don’t
rly know how to answer this, bc whenever it comes to define it, i j fall
back on ‘i know it when i see it’. like don’t be racist/sexist/homophobic/
transphobic/ableist/violent? maybe it’s also like,,, j equity? are people
within the pipeline of making (obviously not j the maker as singular
author) treated w parity? do the ppl within the practice of this one
maker have agency to assert their position? i think so much of this
is so contextual i feel rly uncomfortable offering a blanket definition
so literally ignore all of the above. Watch the Good Place tbh, i think
i don’t know too much about what Ethics actually means bc it’s so
complex n comes w such a heavy history. i think idk if i actually like
the Good Place as a show, or if i like learning about Ethics through
the breadcrumbs of it in the narrative arc of that show.

interview by aleks stanek

Does contemporary art practice have the responsibility
of being ethical?
a:
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the white pube

z: yes. but like, so does everything. Lawyers have the responsibility
to be ethical, so do doctors, and journalists and bin men and pilots
and accountants and chefs. we all, as pEOPLE in this WORLD have a
responsibility to be ~ethical~, and tbh both inside & out of our working
lives, we should be good people, no? like, obviously yes, it’s not good
to be a dickhead. and just because you’re an artist, or ~contemporary
fine art practitioner~ that doesn’t give u the agency or the identity to
be emboldened into Dickhead behaviour. like, don’t move mad, be
kind to bees, tell ur mam u love her, fuck.

A lot of your writing focuses on the responsibilities
of galleries and museum, and distributions of fundings
or major awards like the Turner Prize. Could you talk a
little bit about the importance of the climate within the
university reflecting the outside world and events?
a:

interview
other bloody institutions are mirroring and reproducing the same systemic racism and ableism and all the isms that constitute the working
and social worlds. bc they make up part of those worlds all the same.
that’s how these structures are turned into machinery to only enact
systemic racism. it’s a sunday afternoon, i now no longer know what
i’m on about. sksksk

Student cohorts are increasingly more diverse - could
you provide your interpretation, and some examples,
of cultural exchange versus cultural appropriation?
a:

z: in short, no. i think white makers should never try, or justify a case
to want to try, to depict subjects of colour. i think it’s bad and wrong
and weird also tbh. so cultural exchange feels like a weird term to utilise here in this question, bc it feels loaded, or predicated on a hypothetical. like, there are wider systems of power that exist between people interacting w each other as teeny individuals. so, it doesn’t matter
rly, how well-intentioned or sincere a maker is. if they are speaking
from a privileged identity, they should do more to consider how their
making has the potential to re-enact violence.

z: ugh, so i see it like this. the university is a weird lil microcosm. in
the pipeline it goes: Academy -> Gallery -> Museum and that feels like
a nice neat linear way to describe the way these institutions interact w
each other. so anything fucked up going on inside the gallery/museum
kinda comes from somewhere. where did these ppl learn that it’s ok to
utilise and instrumentalise black suffering? or where did Lucia Diega
learn that it was ok to engage w fascists/be a literal fascist? maybe not
directly from the Academy, but i do believe that the Academy has a
responsibility to not sanction or (in their silence) be complicit in rightwing views expressed by their students. the point is though, that when
universities encounter weird awkward situations like that; like when
a BA Fine Art student displayed a painting of ~muslim male~ bodies
hanging above a crowd (titled: ‘In the Muslim world, all gay men are
well-hung’; later changed to ‘Strange Fruit’), at the 2017 Central St
Martin’s degree show, despite outcry from students and staff alike,
that the work was islamaphobic, distasteful n deeply deeply violent, it
was allowed to remain in the degree show by the head of Art. in that
moment, the university chose a side in an ideological battle, and then
instrumentalised the ~neutral~ concept of free-speech to display a
work that would only make marginalised students feel uncomfortable
to speak in the first place. My point there, is that universities seem
to mirror institutions outside of them, where they value freedom of
speech, in a liberal, centrist way; the speech of people who are already
hegemonicaly loud and vocally dominant. There is little to no protection for the marginalised identities within the university, because they
do not speak in a language that is comfortable for the powers that be.
Maybe this is now like,,, Spivak, can the subaltern speak… as much as
i hate referencing. point is, the university not only perpetuates but replicates and enacts systemic violence upon the marginalised ppls that
walk through their doors. the same way the Tate, the V&A, all these
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Also, how could universities facilitate healthy mechanisms
of the former?
a:

z: i mean, what does healthy cultural exchange even look like? like i
think we need to answer that first n then this question becomes super
easy to answer. in my mind there’s nO such thing that exists in any
model rn. i have never seen it n,,, tbh i am TIRED of white men playing
devil’s advocate in tryna prove to me that there is! it is literally IMPOSSIBLE w the global historical (and contemporary) fact of colonialism, n
its accompanying violence n theft of resources, to constitute a model
of cultural exchange that can be classified as healthy (so: equitable to
all parties).

So when I use the term ‘cultural exchange’I think I really
mean, fostering an environment of learning and critical
dialogue which values cultural parity, honest interest,
and unprejudiced engagement. An environment where
the institution takes it upon itself to tackle any present
prejudices against the practices of minorities whose work
a:

explores identity, and where this work is valued and seen as
worthy of a diverse public, not just a public that shares the
identity of the maker.
z: i think,,, ye the institution is deffo in a place to hammer out these
micro aggressions (and macro aggressions) of white students not rly
caring about work that addresses identity; i j think that representation
of these marginalised aesthetics & narratives should belong to those
from that exact marginalized background;;; n maybe that co-option in
the service of ~understanding~ n ~empathy~ aren’t rly ever as sincere
as they appear to be.

My final question relates to the cross-section between art
and the non-artist. You dedicate a long entry to reviewing
Forensic Architecture’s nomination for the Turner. It seems
we arrived at a point where some of the most interesting
art is made by collectives featuring archeologists, scientists
and architects, rather than the typically solitary (or at
least perceived as solitary) artist. What does that tell us
about the state of contemporary art?
a:

z: that it’s boring; made by boring people, who’ve been taught by boring-er old-er people, n looked at by people so mind-numbingly boring
it literally makes me wana tear my eyebrows out. i am so bored by
most art. i care so much more about Sidhu Moose Wala’s new album,
or Ranvir n Dips’ wedding, or literally every single restaurant on Ealing
Road/Southall Broadway. i care more about culture that is affective,
n most art is just There. it doesn’t change or colour the air around it. i
don’t care about dusty people who don’t moisturise, n their academic posturing. i don’t care about theory, hypotheticals, questions and
masturbatory symposiums on ~what can the art world do to…~. i care
about art writing and art making that addresses the Outside. I don’t
wana live in an insular bubble, i want my mum to be able to understand what i do bc it affects things she knows about too! I want to
fucking FEEL something! that’s what it says.
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more at www.thewhitepube.co.uk

a conversation with

Lenka Clayton’s interdisciplinary practice spans over twenty years, and it ranges from typewriter
drawings (drawings made on her typewriter) to acts of collaboration, exchange, and correspondence.
Her practice occasionally involves attempting things that are at times wonderfully quixotic in
scale, but always in ways that feel human and intimate...
She’ll sometimes collect and gather the seemingly disparate, put them in order, and turn them
into families of things – as she does in Perfect Supermarket Spheres (2015) or 63 Objects Taken
from my Son's Mouth (2011-2012). Other times, she’ll use the post as a means of sending something
out into the world and see what comes back. In The Unanswered Letter (2017), she reached out
to a thousand museum directors and curators in order to get responses to one man’s unanswered
letter written to the Philadelphia Museum of Art in 1978. In another on-going project, Mysterious
Letters (2012 – ), she and artist Michael Crowe attempt to send personal letters to everybody in
the world.
In 2012, she started The Artist Residency in Motherhood, a self-directed residency that strove to
turn constraints one might experience as a mother into material to develop work. The framework
that she used is now an open-source project to help others continue their artistic practice during
motherhood.
Another recent work, …circle through New York (2017), a collaboration with artist Jon Rubin
commissioned by the Guggenheim Museum, followed the journey and exchange of six different
essential elements – including a talking parrot, an artwork by Felix Gonzales Torres, and the oldest
song in the world – from six different venues along the path of an invisible circle drawn across the
boroughs of New York over the course of six months.
Lenka chatted with [ann kim] over Skype from her studio in Pittsburgh last spring.
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Your work feels more interested in the
attempt at something impossible and the
gentle seeking out of a surprise, rather
than the arrival at a particular outcome.
How might you begin to embark on that
impossible thing in your head?
I often have no idea how to approach [a
project] at the beginning and there are periods of total confusion and then, hopefully,
clarity. That’s still the same with every single
project. Even though I’ve been doing this for
years, it still often feels unknown and unclear. So for me, part of the strategy is trust
– trusting that the process will resolve, and
trusting that ideas that suggest themselves
strongly to me, need to be made.
I work as a mentor, and one of the artists
I’m working with just went to a talk by
Ann Hamilton, who had this beautiful
analogy – you don’t have to have the whole
suitcase, you just need the handle. Which I
understand to mean, you don’t need to know
exactly what the thing is that you’re doing,
you just hold onto the part of it that you do
know, and follow the idea and it will come
into being.
A lot of my process is about finding the
right framework – the formal rules, strategy, and language of the piece. When that is
clear it allows things within it to remain a
little uncertain. So I suppose my strategy is
to work on understanding what the formal
language is with the piece. I get that as tight
as possible, and then let the content be very
open, often to the point where it creates
itself.
Sometimes the frame is extremely simple.
For example, Mysterious Letters (an on-going collaboration with Michael Crowe)– the
idea is to write a unique handwritten letter
to everyone. That’s it. That’s the frame.
That’s how we began and then we figured
out how to approach it as we went.
Can you talk a bit about the role of collecting in your practice?
I am a collector but I’m not a very
hard-working collector, things just attach
themselves to me as I go about everyday
life. At the moment I am collecting broken
models of horses, round rocks, fragments of
meteorites, etc. Everyday human life throws
up certain artefacts and those artefacts often

speak to me directly and suggest actions
that I can follow to make work from them. A
lot of my working life has been understanding how to pay attention to those sorts of
impulses and communicate them to people
and create a space for them in the world.
Can you talk about how you’ve developed
discipline and focus as an artist?
A major thing for me was circumstantial
when I had kids. For long periods, I’d
wouldn’t have even 15 free minutes a day.
And that was an extraordinary gift actually,
though at the time that statement would
have seemed utterly ridiculous. In retrospect, it completely changed my relationship
to my work. I’ve always had a pretty strong
work ethic - but before I had kids I’d often
feel like I should be in the studio, and then
I would not want to. But when I had kids
I would run to the studio anytime I could.
If I had 5 minutes, it was the thing that I
wanted to do. It helped me realise how central that way of thinking and working was
to my life, and re-established a commitment
and focus that has continued. I created the
frame of the Artist Residency in Motherhood during that period, and that really
helped because everything I did, even if it
was a tiny little something, had a place to go
and could accumulate in a meaningful way.
I studied documentary filmmaking
and one of the big things I think about is
editing. I think of myself as an editor a lot.
We’re constantly surrounded by everything,
and to divert your focus to recognize things
that speak to you – that is a process of
editing, of not paying attention to certain
things and [instead] allowing overlooked
things to become very important and visible.
I’m feeling a bit stuck with my practice at
the moment. What do you do when you’re
stuck?
For me, although very uncomfortable, the
struggles are an essential part of the process, because they ask you to question your
practice and yourself and to figure out or
try and experiment with new ways.
I had a real feeling of stuck-ness one
time in particular. Every time I would think
about my work, it felt so heavy – it was
a physical feeling. Though it was created

lenka clayton

www.lenkaclayton.com / instagram: @lenkaclaytonstudio
for more on the artist residency in motherhood:
www.artistresidencyinmotherhood.com

mentally, I could see and feel it as if it were
an object. So I took clay and I made the
thing that I kept seeing every time I felt
stuck. This horrible mound, prodded, ugly.
I covered it in paint and graphite that got
you dirty when you touched it. It was an
unpleasant object but described exactly how
I felt, and that really released something
in me. I often try and turn things into real
objects that I can respond to so I get them
out of my head. So now I have this “creative
block”that I can move around and manage
rather than something that’s oppressive and
out of my control.
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In one of your projects, Emails to Myself
(2014), you wrote to yourself, “Don’t be
so precious.”What would you say is the
opposite of precious?
Open. For me, preciousness is needing
things to be a certain way and investing a
lot of expectation into them, preemptively.
An open approach, a light touch is the opposite to preciousness – I ask myself - what’s
an open and light way to go into the idea?
I think what you’re experiencing perhaps
happens to a lot of people in school when
you’re surrounded by advice and opinion
and the influence of a lot of new information. It’s a lot for everybody and it can
get to the point where you’re stuck in your
head, pre-imagining the outcome of any
step that could be taken. Don’t forget that
thinking and working happen through
connection and humanity and the world and
living and time – these are things that might
be minimized when you’re in an educational
situation. An old teacher of mine, Phil
Naylor, used to make us write a list of
things to do when we got stuck. I remember
his list contained the advice to do the dishes.
When we’d get stuck we’d follow our own
advice, written in a moment where we did
not feel stuck.
Are there things that you resisted as a
young artist that you don’t resist now?
As a young artist, I was suspicious of the art
world as an entity. I resisted it in all sorts of
forms and maybe that was important at that
moment, who knows. A received idea at the
time was that you might be “discovered”and
that opportunity would only come in the

form of a gallery or dealer or some other
lucky and unlikely circumstance – I really
resented and resisted that, and wanted the
chance to find my own way.
When I did The Unanswered Letter
project last year, I was writing letters to
all these museum directors and curators,
thinking – “Is this okay? Can I just write
to the director of the Whitney Museum?”
It brought up a lot of the barriers that I’d
internalized about how I - as an individual
- was allowed to function or not within
the hierarchies of my professional world.
Almost 200 people wrote back, which was
really surprising to me, and there were such
beautiful letters. It was extremely touching
to see people who I’d perhaps thought of as
unreachable gatekeepers between individuals and the art world, answering this [once]
ignored letter in a deeply respectful and
thoughtful way. It made me think completely differently about what the art world
was and what it could be. Like everything
perhaps, it is a material to work with rather
than something to reject or accept.
Is there a piece of advice that you give out
most often to makers? Is there something
you wish you’d known earlier on?
Paying attention to your natural way of
working is extremely important – getting
to know yourself really well, not looking
outside for role models or ways other people
have done it, but getting to know what
excites you, what you’re drawn to, when
you feel most open and in tune with your
work, as well as the things that are difficult.
The better you know that, the easier your
working process can become. I think that
process is a life-long endeavour, that can
always be changing as you learn. Find out
what the thing is that you can’t not do, and
then do that. In my experience, no one is
going to give you that job, you have to make
it - you have to figure out how to make it
something that supports you, and you have
to figure out how to make it something
people will care about. The same exact
creative approach that you apply to your
work, you have to also apply to the world
to find and create a place for your work to
exist. Don’t wait around for someone else to
discover you.

text by celine ducret / illustration by pei-chi lee

foreplay
The simplest definition of masturbation refers to the incentive of
touching, stimulating, caressing, embracing one’s own experience
of intimate touch potentially on the genitalia, pussy, vagina, cunt, dick,
willy, penis. Although I see that masturbation is a personal adventure
in the way you feel and experience it, I shall refute the convention
that masturbation is exclusively a solitary pleasure and refers only
to a genital touch. Masturbation does not have to end with an orgasm;
it can be the simple act of pleasuring myself, yourself, ourselves and
it comes in all variable shapes, smells and colours, in all parts of the
body, if you so wish. I am not going to try to define masturbation in
detail; as much as it is impossible to define orgasm, I am going to let
you, reader, interpret this word, and therefore experience your own
intimate adventure.
‘Masturbation is a form of learning and practice that is known in every
culture. It’s also a hobby, and like many hobbies, it can be practised
frequently or rarely’ (Tierfer, 1995:134). Hence, I am going to make
my first assumption: I think you masturbate. ‘Masturbation is possibly
the most common of all sexual activity across the world - and the least
discussed.’ (Plummer, 2015:120). So we are going to discuss it, now,
together. Maybe you are not masturbating, not right now, maybe not
last night, maybe it is not your hobby, maybe you do not like it, maybe
you are scared, maybe you love it, but at some point in your life, you
have masturbated. You may deny that, you may, it is your free will but I think you are lying.
I do not aim to make a topography of the world’s variety of masturbatory
experiences, to document the history of masturbation, nor to detail
and review any kind of scientific research. My focus lies in a simple
question: how can we (potentially) win, gain, accomplish a little
freedom against the system in place and perform an act of resistance
through the use of masturbation? I believe that masturbation is a way
of taking time for ourselves and helps us to get into the headspace
of pure relaxation. However, this is a personal interpretation of the
act and everyone has different ways, tools or ideas to reach a similar
mindset, such as walking alone in the forest, reading a book, cooking,
chilling out, meditation etc...
Through the past, present, and most likely for future generations,
masturbation is a controversial subject. It is something to be whispered
about, acknowledged as a subject of secrecy and negative connotations.
However, it is also a natural activity, one that is instinctive and comes
with many emotional attachments: a basic need, urge, wish, pleasure,
with shame and desire. In the privacy of our own thoughts and physical
environment, the way it is experienced by us all can remain unarticulated, undefined; these things do not necessarily need to be expressed
or examined to heighten the pleasure.
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I wish to argue that the modern way to repress masturbation as a way
to control the population is made by attacking the soul. The repressive
institutions follow the dogma of science, which, to this day, dictates
what constitutes the normative body and acts. Rather than being

individual ‘problems’ (or matter, bliss, joy), science has infiltrated
private lives as the medical ‘expert’, whether we like it or not. ‘As
they legitimise existing power relations and structures by defining
what is ‘normal’, alternative or ‘oppositional’ subject positions are
not usually perceived as desirable or even possible alternatives’ (Davies,
1989 in Allen 2003:216). It is the government (the law) and science that
grant the permission and set the norms for what is a ‘normal’ masturbation practice, saying this is good or bad, you are bad, you are
wrong, you are normal, you are bizarre. For instance, the UK law on
porn production, (BBFC, passed in 2014) banned the act of squirting a biological part of some women’s sexuality: an invalidation of (and
therefore a threat to) sexual autonomy. And in England itself, there
is still minimal medical and counselling support for survivors of fe-

male genital mutilation, an invalidation of female pleasure. Still,
in 2018, English medical staff are required to ask patients to wrap
themselves in a ‘modesty blanket’ when undertaking gynaecological
examinations ‘down there’. This is an invalidation of the female body
and genitals. Who is ashamed of what here?
Willhelm Reich (1897-1957) argued that ‘the only social purpose of
compulsory marriage for life is to produce the submissive personality
type that mass society requires’ (in Kipnis, 2003:37), sharing the
similar idea of Freud’s that ‘suppressing sexual curiosity leads to
general intellectual atrophy, including the loss of any power to rebel’
(Kipnis 2003:37). Accordingly, we can argue that by repressing our
physical freedom of access to masturbation and sexuality in general,
the aim of society is to have submissive ‘docile bodies’ buying rather
than revolting (or considering alternative ways of experiencing life).
Let’s be honest, open relationships and other non-traditional sexual
partnerships are still not accepted as ‘normal’; the hetero male-female
couple remains the norm. Society set the norms, telling us what is
acceptable to explore with sexual trends, e.g. if you are a female then
use a dildo – but where is the dildo for men? This encourages people
to make purchases in order to enhance their masturbatory experience
as almost a kind of duty. You must have amazing orgasms. You must
‘work’ on those orgasms to have more/better/wetter. Thus, it is
suggesting that, if intellectual atrophy is taking place, people would
not even be able to understand their vulnerable position, hence
transforming them into ‘slaves’ of society. ‘How we participate in the
creation of masturbatory meaning is crucial to how we interact and
experience our body and other’s bodies. How we imagine ourselves
and others, by seeing and being seen, in addition to what we learn in
interaction with the surrounding world, does impact what we ‘do’ and
how we ‘become’.’ (Blinne 2012:964). The powers that be may dictate
how we have to behave but, for now, they do not have the power to
dictate what happens in the enlightened comfort of our minds.
Foucault developed the argument that ‘where there is power, there
is resistance’ (1978); he explains by stating: ‘as soon as there’s a
relationship of power there’s a possibility of resistance. We’re never
trapped by power: it’s always possible to modify its hold, in determined
conditions following a precise strategy’ (Foucault, 1980:13 in Allen
2003:216). The power in the dominant discourse is not monolithic;
there is room for disruption and action. The query is now: me, you,
us, what can we do to challenge the general perception of ‘yes but’
and go beyond and investigate this self-imposed silence in order to
make changes and enhance masturbation as a free tool to heighten
our human experience? Maybe embrace this personal space?
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Language shapes reality and writing this essay has made me reflect
on the female/male duality: I had always taken for granted that there
are two sexes, men and women. I came to understand how many of
those standards (the norm) I had within my own social construction
and simply accepted things that I consider to be ‘normal’. I kept
referencing female masturbation and genitals with cute-ish names,

such as through feline-related vocabulary, but I did not name penises
in the same way. Willy, dick, member, cock; these all already have their
own connotations, and in euphemisms for masturbation, they can
sound aggressive. How strange that the same act of self-pleasure can
create such different moods and set of metaphors, depending on
which type of genitalia is being caressed.
‘Subjectification operates through the internalization of those norms.
We modify our behaviours in an endless attempt to approximate the
normal, and in the process, become kinds of subjects. Norms also
further the objectification by reducing individuality to a communal
measure: we can all be reduced to a dot on a curve.’ (Oksala, 2007:59).
My question was to explore how masturbation could be used as a tool
to empower people from an oppressing society. I would argued that
as Westerners, we consider freedom may not be a reality but only
a social confinement. People are tied into their beliefs of normality,
not wanting to be different from ‘others’.
Ultimately, I suggest that western society is repressive and punitive,
where punishment (for those people acting outside the norm) is used
to protect society.29 However, there is a paradox between the idea
of ‘protection of the society’ and ‘punishment’. It suggests that one
is the truth and one is wrong, needing to be punished; ‘the aim of all
punishment is the protection of those social values which the dominant
social group of a state regard as good for ‘society’ (Rusche&Kirchheimer,
2003:xlviii). The lack of promotion of masturbation (and let’s be honest,
repression through the use of shame) is a way of controlling the population in serving capitalism. Imagine a world where instead of retail
therapy, instead of taking antidepressants30 or promoting Flibanserin31
(i.e. serving the medical industry32), or instead of inducing anxiety
in people by telling them that they should be achieving more pleasure,
masturbation – an instinctive act with no economic value – was
promoted and encouraged for the wellbeing and health of the people?
A world where feelings are encouraged, feelings such as: tingly, warm,
comfortable, freed, intent, lascivious, horny, vulnerable ,wild, begging,
relaxed, wholesome or strong?
A capitalist economy does not care for happiness; it only wants
consumers. Is there a utopian future for us, away from punishment
where there is free and accessible pleasure for all, created right here
in our own bodies? What about the generous economy of the flesh?
There is a need not for alternative but for parallel ideas.
29 ‘Every social group, every organized political society imposes
punishment upon those who violate its rules. These rules have
developed because the society in question has created or adopted
social values by which it sets some store and which it wants to
defend against aggression.’ (Rusche&Kirchheimer, 2003:xlviii)
30 See Leonore Tiefer for more research on the medical industry
31 Female Viagra
32 1994, Dr. Joycelyn Elders at the UN was asked if masturbation
should be promoted in order to prevent riskier forms of sexual activity

bibliography
to the young people. ‘I think that it is part of the human sexuality’ (…)
and perhaps should be taught’ (Our bodies, Ourselves, 2011:161). She
has been dismissed from her role as a UN Surgeon General as a result
of this comment, ‘on the utility of reassuring children of the ‘normality’
of masturbation’ (Bennett&Rosario1995:2). A female doctor, fired by a
male president who himself brought discourse about oral sex into the
public eye. Cornog argued: ‘how many people thought that instead of
firing Elders, Clinton should have taken her hint, playing with himself
instead of with Monika Lewinsky?’ (2004:300).
Is the disruption the act of revolt the self-emancipation of the individual?
The holistic act of embracing the experience of masturbation with
the symbiosis of the mind and the body? A utopian world where
masturbation is promoted as a health benefit, a world where pleasure
is free and not a source of shame for men and women. A world where
taking the time to pleasure yourself is encouraged? Where do you
want to concentrate your energy? What values are you going to
stand and fight for?
If we are to remain silenced on the act of masturbation then one way
we can honour it is to treat it as a piece of art. Analyse it, explore it
enjoy it, devour it, be aware of every stroke, texture, sound, smell.
It requires creativity; a unique composition never to be experienced
again and you are in control. I will let you choose, reader - which
world do you want to live in?
Reader, this text is not intended to convert you to the religion of
masturbation, it is not proclaiming that we should all masturbate
together, nor that masturbation should be compulsory, but rather,
that if you want to do it, do it without shame, and if you want to talk
about it, do it without shame. It is a way to take a moment for yourself
only, a moment that no one can take away from you, a moment of
self-introspection that is yours and yours alone (or shared, if you like).
Maybe you can read that as a manifesto of masturbation and of the
freedom to escape, but at the end, the only thing I wish for you is to
find your own path and take the matter into your own hands, whatever
the method may be.
I want to invite you to feel yourself.
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the broomway path

A convocation of observations caught at
the corner of our sightline, captured in
the blind spot. Components which exclude
a sense of the whole, raising the question:
when the eyes shut can they see more clearly?
Can our inner eye highlight elements not
obviously visibly recorded and registered
at the time that they move across our field
of vision? Something may remain hovering,
fleetingly, a secondary stage that has little or
no apparent meaning, resisting articulation.
i.
The Dengie is described by Robert MacFarlane as a ‘blunt-nosed peninsula in Eastern
Essex, just under a hundred square miles in
area and bordered on three sides by water.’ 1
It contains a seventh century abbey St.
Cedd’s, surrounded by blackthorn copse and
saltmarshes which form within sheltered
coasts. Silt and sand gather as the fragile
ecology tries to absorb the ever encroaching
tidal coastlines forced upon them through
climate change.
At certain times a path becomes visible,
Broomway.2 It has claimed the lives of more
than a 100 people over the centuries, as it
draws a line and erases it at the same time.
Hard to discern on a map, reaching out
over the mudflats, it lies beneath a swift
incoming tide that can easily swamp any
wayward traveller. Disorientation and sight
loss through enveloping mist or fog make it
easy to lose sense of direction. It is possible
to become quickly surrounded by flat planes
of shining sand, the sight line between land
and sea becoming increasingly harder to

Historically stone and 200 feet of linen
thread were used to help navigate this
terrain using the line of Broom as anchor
points, but this method has long since
disappeared, along with the trees. With
quicksand and thick mud hovering amongst
silver pools of light, a sense of scale
easily warps.

The purkinje effect was discovered by Czech
anatomist Jan Evangelista Purkinye and refers
to the anatomy of the human eye and how it
physically responds to low light levels

distinguish, the horizon line disintegrating.
The path ends at Foulness Military Reserve.

5

1

With a warning at the beginning of the public right of way
The Broomway is an unmarked path very hazardous to pedestrians. ‘ Do not approach or touch any object as it may explode
and kill you’greets the curious.
2

Abu Ali Hasan Ibn Al-Haytham (965-1040) was an Arab mathematician, physicist
and astronomer who made pioneering contributions to ideas of vision, optics and
light. His ideas strongly influenced the Renaissance vision where linear perspective
was seen as paramount making it calculable and predictable.
3
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In his 2015 keynote speech in Prague
“Que ce qui apparaît seulement s’aperçoit”
(That which only appears is noticed),
Georges Didi-Huberman proposes that a
collection of fleeting, transient, glimpses
of an image, which resist categorisation
and appear at the periphery, can be perhaps
viewed as a genre in their own space –
between seen and unseen, an edge, border,
threshold or ‘interspace’.

caroline areskogjones

4
JMW Turner designed and built Sandycoombe Lodge in West London which he
owned between 1813 – 1826 whilst Professor of Perspective at The Royal Academy.
Primarily used as a retreat from his central London studio, he lived there with his
father for a few years before selling it in order to travel to Europe.

McFarlane, Robert.
The Old Ways (Hamish
Hamilton, Penguin
Group 2012) p.59

fireflies against the night sky

ii.
Perspective is a word whose latin roots
from ‘per’mean ‘forward’or ‘through’,
and ‘specere’- ‘to look at’.3
JMW Turner was Professor of Perspective
at The Royal Academy for a number of years
developing his own ideas from those of the
Renaissance. Last year I spent some time in
his house.4
A unique structure fallen into disrepair,
I attempted to map the physical and visual
experience of moving through this empty
space. It was hard to pinpoint, it possessed
a hazy, intangible presence (I was never
quite sure if this was real or imagined:

perhaps the light caught within the shadow).
I felt both a visitor and a sense of strange
belonging as these dual sensations folded
in on themselves. Referencing linear architectural blueprints and filming both with
digital and analogue film, I used the camera
to draw and trace along its inner and outer
edges, corners, borders and thresholds
caught throughout different times of
the day and light. Glimpses of time.
Shades of ephemeral, hovering blue and
transient, uncertain grey. I discovered
during my research that Turner was far
more than a painter of golden hues, keen
to absorb and reflect the extraordinary
scientific and technological advancements
of his time, pushing the boundaries and
rules of both perspective and materiality.
The painting Snowstorm (1842) has
even been described as reflecting Michael
Faraday’s discovery of magnetic rotation,
echoing the movement and texture of iron
filings, with its swirling horizon and
indeterminate place.
Turner wanted to represent the unrepresentable and supposedly once tied himself to the
mast of a ship sailing in a storm from Dover
to Calais, in order to view and mentally
record for himself the shifting perspectives
of the horizon. Many of his works feature
seafarers within unchartered and uncertain
waters. The sextant, a nautical instrument,
was used to determine the angle between an
intangible marker, a celestial object, and
the dissolving horizon. For early navigators
‘sighting the object’(the position between
the Pole star and the horizon) was an
important aid to determine their location.
At times, through shifting seas this must
have required a leap of faith, a shot in
the dark, access to the inner eye.
iii.
Drawing as visualising thought. It is a way
of working through questions, delineating
ideas. It is an attempt to see more clearly, to
make sense of being. I am interested in the

paradox of drawing, it can document and
record whilst offering a means of intervention, questioning and exploration.
It can help find a way forward, chart a path,
but also provide a no mans land in which to
get lost. It can capture time. It can expand
it. It happens in the present.
It is a vital human, haptic action. And
can be a virtual, digital human trace.
It can be seen and unseen at the same time.
It can be ambiguous, captivating, specific
and closed.
The blue hour lasts fleetingly, for about
20 minutes, between an indistinguishable
beginning and end – from light to dark.
And it is the purkinje5 fibres within our
optical framework that allow us to perceive
this subtle shift, the retinal rods in the human
eye being more sensitive to light rather than
colour meaning our world seems softer as we
accommodate a blue-green spectrum.
In Sweden its geographical position in the
northern hemisphere means its daylight
fades fast during the winter months. It slips
slowly away. Fades to black. It is the snow,
tracing the white folds of blue, that bring
light and form whilst keeping melancholy
at a distance.

as if i was not there
1. I seem to be sleeping on the tracks of
a railroad.
2. The train is about to arrive: one can hear
the engine panting, it is my neighbour.
I am not yet so asleep as not to be aware
of the double nature of the engine. It is,
in fact, the very engine which towed the
wagons we had to unload in Buna today.
I recognize it by the fact that even now,
as when it passed close by us, I feel the
heat it radiates from its black side. It is
puffing, it is ever nearer, it is on the point
of running over me, but instead it never
arrives.
3. My sleep is very light, it is a veil, if I
want I can tear it. I will do it, I want to tear
it, so that I can get off the railway track.
Now I have done it and now I am awake:
but not really awake, only a little more,
one step higher on the ladder between
the unconscious and the conscious.
4. I have my eyes closed and I do not
want to open them lest my sleep escapes
me, but I can register noises: I am sure
this distant whistle is real, it does not
come from an engine in a dream, it
can be heard objectively. It is the whistle
of the small-gauge track, it comes from
the yard where they work at night as well.
A long, firm note, then another one a
semitone lower, then again the first, but
short and cut off. This whistle is an important thing and in some ways essential:
we have heard it so often associated with
the suffering of the work and the camp
that it has become a symbol and
immediately evokes its image like
certain music or smells.
5. This is my sister here, with some
unidentifiable friend and many other
people. They are all listening to me and it
is this very story I am telling: the whistle
of three notes, the hard bed, my neighbor
whom I would like to move, but whom I am
afraid to wake as he is stronger than me.

if this is a man [“our nights”], primo levi 2016
6. I also speak diffusely of our hunger and
of the lice-control, and of the Kapo who
hit me on the nose and then sent me to
wash myself as I was bleeding.
7. It is an intense pleasure, physical,
inexpressible, to be at home, among
friendly people and to have so many
things to recount: but I cannot help
noticing that my listeners do not follow
me. In fact, they are completely indifferent:
they speak confusedly of other things
among themselves, as if I was not there.
8. My sister looks at me, gets up and goes
away without a word.
9. A desolating grief is now born in me,
like certain barely remembered pains
of one’s early infancy. It is pain in its pure
state, not tempered by a sense of reality
and by the intrusion of extraneous
circumstances, a pain like that which
makes children cry; and it is better for
me to swim once again up to the surface,
but this time I deliberately open my eyes
to have a guarantee in front of me of
being effectively awake.
10. My dream stands in front of me, still
warm, and although awake I am still full
of its anguish: and then I remember that
it is not a haphazard dream, but that
I have dreamed it not once but many
times since I arrived here, with hardly
any variations of environment or details.
11. I am now quite awake and I remember
that I have recounted it to Alberto and
that he confided to me, to my amazement,
that it is also his dream and the dream of
many others, perhaps of everyone.
12. Why does it happen? Why is the pain
of every day translated so constantly into
our dreams, in the ever-repeated scene of
the unlistened-to story?

selfies at auschwitz, emma szh (w/lindsay carter, andrzej szewczak harris & sarah cox) 1947
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A Day at the Zoo
I stand hand in hand with my mother on the desert dry pavement of
a great snaking line, its jaws gaping at the bustling gates of Edinburgh
Zoo, spewing venom of sweat beading tourists, each one sweltering
under the tall summer sun. After a short while the attendant thumbs
our tickets towards us, then through the turnstile teeth we go, I recklessly dragging my mother as she fawns over a cartoon map littered
with garish depictions of this mewed menagerie. Attempting to steer
our ship in the right direction, we sail down steel lanes of hollow faces
and freakish howls, past clacking clusters of kaleidoscope feathers,
chewed claws and stained smirks, all preceded by descriptions of their
far flung homes, unlike anything seen here, printed on plastic and
mounted mockingly before them. But I steer by indifferent, for only
one thing concerns my five-year-old mind: the polar bear. Thoughts
flash with my first wide-eyed encounter under the soft cerulean glow
of our television set, the mythical wing-white beasts, lumbering
gracefully across the infinite arctic tundra, each step deliberate in
their ethereal existence. And there I sat, cross-legged and captivated,
the narrator’s words a shallow echo to their solemn beauty, silently
pledging to one-day meet this impossible creature – and today was
that day.
Eventually I reach the exhibit - now teeming with excitement –
and there he sits, his fur a sallow yellow against the slapdash blue
of his enclosure, reflection static in the liquid that lazes before him.
He is resigned to immobility, face awash with utter apathy under the
savage sun. Where is the ferocious eviscerator of unsuspecting seals,
the surging swimmer, the tender parent, the spectral sovereign of
endless ice and freezing waters? I think of the stuffed toy collapsed
sideways on my bed with its badly stitched smile, but see no smiles
here, only sadness, the bear no more than a heap of abandoned rags
bleached a filthy white in the baking heat.
My reflection is stretched in the soiled glass, framed by the pressed
upon prints of jeering school children. And suddenly I feel hot tears
fall from my face, tears that thunder to protest: lightning licked by
the loss in my heart – yet still he does not move, not even a cursory
flinch, just an empty, everlasting stare. My mother drags me away
amid suspicious glares and sneering whispers, seating me on a world
away bench and gesturing to stay put. Shortly she returns, vanilla ice
cream and cheap tissues in hand, dabbing away my tears as she tells
me she’ll love me forever. Smiling, I attempt a tentative first lick of
the ice cream, but already it has begun to melt.
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gabriella davies
THE POPULIST
Article 50

In a recent speech for the institute of government, former prime
minister Gordon Brown said “Many of the problems raised by brexit
cannot be solved by brexit because they’re related to the social fabric
of the united kingdom.” Through this statement, our Gordon called
attention to a massively under-considered or otherwise underexposed
aspect of the political events that have dominated, dominate, and are
set to continue dominating our times. His statement pointed beyond
the polarised partisan political positions that saturate and define
the way we talk about this stuff and strip it of all nuance (and most
intelligence), to the wider issues that brexit is symptomatic of.
By now many, if not most of us must have heard it said or read
that the exit vote was propelled by an electorate that felt they lacked
a voice in mainstream political discourse. In a sense this is true especially amongst working class people, who since the 60s have
experienced increasing political marginalisation - but frankly we
need to be going beyond politics and brexit itself when we think,
talk, and write about it.
So, what in our social fabric has shaped and propelled current
circumstances, what does it have to do with visibility, and what’s it
got to do with us as artists, designers, and thinkers? A lot of it relates
to the way that we define culture in Britain. In this country culture is
an exclusive category. There’s an implicit divide that recognises a
serious culture in the likes of theatre, fine art, literature, classical music, and so on, delineating it from the rest, which at the best of times
is grouped together under homogeneous mantles laden with qualifiers
- labels like lowbrow, pop culture, or mass entertainment. Thus,
the validation of particular activities is achieved at the expense
of others, producing a cultural divide that neatly reflects the social
divides afflicting the UK today.
Through education, this divided and tiered definition of culture has
been reproduced and woven into our social fabric, ensuring that the
majority of British people have internalised these beliefs. This is all
well and good if the valid stuff is typically reflective of your social
background, but for many it isn’t. For loads of people in the UK, culture
defined as such is a distant reality that happens in alien environments.
These people won’t typically visit galleries or theatres. Many won’t
care to, many may wish to but are put off by feelings of alienation,
and finally, many lack decent local facilities or the means to travel
to places where these are present. Regardless, these lives are no
less culturally rich. Culture pervades every tier of British society,
but because of prevalent attitudes that shape and impose clear limits
on what we really mean when we say ‘culture’ vast swathes of cultural
activity have been rendered invisible, even to their participants.

The social importance of cultural representation cannot be underestimated. What we are seeing the symptoms of now, presenting in
the shape of Brexit, is in part a reflection of not just a widespread
political disenfranchisement but also a cultural one. Because we lack
an inclusive definition of culture, many individuals do not see
themselves actively reflected or validated in a shared culture, and in
turn lack a sense of personal investment in wider society. Meanwhile
whole communities find themselves lacking in social cohesion both
internally and in relation to society at large. Further exasperated by
widening social and economic inequality, the result is increasingly
frequent, unpredictable, and widespread social instability as people
struggle to assert, express, and make themselves visible - often in
the most unfortunate ways.
As members of the cultural community it is imperative that we all
maintain an awareness of all this, and carefully consider our role as
regards present circumstances. Frankly, much of the power is out of
our hands, swayed as it is by global capital and market forces that
have a vested interest in maintaining the status quo. Nonetheless
we must strive to find ways to shift conversations about culture
and assert a broader and more inclusive vision of culture in Britain,
one that expands beyond our present understanding and strives to
recognise and represent the value of myriad and atypical forms of
cultural activity and creativity.
I’d like to wrap this up with some words from John Berger, who said:
“I see art as we understand it as a tragic phenomenon, a comment
of an alternative reality because the reality which is given, in which
people live, is so profoundly unsatisfactory and, at certain times,
intolerable.” For many, those unsatisfactory and intolerable times
are now.
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elise broadway:

take your fuckin’pills
so you can be a woman so you can’t be a woman

reflections on
chronic lyme disease

i am only a girl when somebody tells me so
which is nice, because there is a power in that
a demure white that is weaponized!
just rip off my tits so i don’t have to have them anymore, please

linnea kristensen:
Retreat from exposure.
When is not-being-considered considered to be a positive position?
Occasionally I see myself in the reflective eyes of people I am talking with (they must do the same
sometimes). Becoming aware of this happening, looking at their nose instead. It feels awkward
and somewhat rude, to study yourself whilst someone is sharing a thought. Awkward: Because
you are taken out of the situation and your body: You become the one watching you listen as you
zoom in on yourself, instead of listening listen in on a conversation you are not a part of. Looking
them deeply in either eye, which is really just the tunnel reflection of yourself, they must have the
feeling of being listened to intensively (others must do the same sometimes).
They say the eyes are the windows to a person’s soul.
Windows never reflect the inside of what they surround during the day and instead allow for
looking out. Eyes are the windows to the outside.
page1image22976page1image23136
The other way around seen from outside,
windows are always
dark
during the day
becoming mirrors reflecting the world outside the protected inside as
the protected inside
looks out.
It’s a one-way look.
In the night they (windows)
turn inwards.
Become self-reflective.
I wait for you to leave and then I wait for you to return.

olav lorentzen

Indeterminable from a blemish, a pink-ish almost freck;e.
Ambiguous in comparison to what it says to me.
(intravenous for fifty-nine days straight, laser and drip, vitamins then
ozone, searching for the veins your forearms like pin-cushions)
Should I mark them, tattoo them onto the skin - permanently diarising
them, or is it best to forget?
1000mg, fast-absorption, 550mg, do not exceed recommended dose,
4.5mg 30 minutes before meals.
(must not forget)
I am playdough, squeezed into some other form - a kind I never
envisaged.
(and yet I remember, they said, you, look so well)
But your body disagrees with your mind and slumps behind you,
diseased, disassociated.
They’ll be a time when you never remember this, they say.
My body as inputs, positives, negatives, functioning and nonfunctioning.
A series of figures; simultaneously indicative of everything
and nothing.

Indians (native peoples of Brazil) are the
thorn on the side of the dominant classes.
Indian land is public, and cannot be
privatized, however, the project of the
dominant class is to privatize 100% of
Brazilian land. For them, Indians are a
stumble, a scandal, a symbol of delay for
the country. But they should be seen as a
symbol of a possible future, for a country
that is on a planet that is being destroyed
by the so-called progress.

harri welch
I look down at my skin and expect it to show signs and deep scars, of
the last thirteen months.
Each time, it is cognitive dissidence.
I expect to trace marks over my skin with my finger and feel their
depth.
And yet, I have just two small shadows of a spot on my left and right
wrist bone.
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The Indians are those who were able to
survive by maintaining a less suicidal
lifestyle and being viewed as a people
of the past.

invisibility in visibility (taken on b’s NOKIA 3310)

See you in our next issue, the theme of which is ‘memory,’ looking
into how we create memories and how their meaning changes
in relation to our understanding of our experience over time.
Are memories flexible matter? Or is it the fabric around the
memory that changes while the memory itself stays the same?
Send you submissions to thepluralist.rca@gmail.com
If you would like your work to be featured on the next dust cover
of the Pluralist, then please get in touch on eilis.searson@network.
rca.ac.uk. Submissions should respond to the theme of our next
issue.
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